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Several NAMS Council items were reported at the meeting held on the 11th May 2018.  Of interest to 
readers and members are: 
 
1 Strategic and Business Planning 
 
1.1 Strategic & Business Plan and Annual Report 
 
The Strategic Plan, Business Plan and Annual Report were reviewed and endorsed by the IPWEA Board 
at the 23rd February 2018 meeting.  
 
The IPWEA Board at their meeting on 23rd February 2018 adopted the draft NAMS Terms of Reference 
as recommended by the NAMS Council. 
 
2 Project Reports 
 
2.1 ISO Asset Management Standards 
 
IPWEA continues to play an ongoing active role in the ISO AM Standards review process with Peter 
Way as Convenor of the Finance Working Group to address AM and Financial management linkages. 
This includes development of a new Technical Specification on Alignment between AM and Financial 
Management in organizations. This Technical Specification has progressed to Committee Draft stage 
and has recently been circulated for comment and feedback from Country National Standards Bodies.  
 
A new final Draft Standard version of the ISO 55002 Guidance Standard has also recently been 
completed and is now open for a three-month ballot process closing in January. We are seeking ISO 
permission for that to be circulated to our AM interest groups in Australia as there are some copyright 
concerns that have been raised.  
 
The last meeting of TC 251 with Standards Australia providing financial assistance for attendance by 
Australian delegates. We are promoting documentation like the IIMM, AIFMM on the global stage as 
part of this work.  
 
The ISO TC 251 Website is now growing which will allow for better communication on a wide range of 
issues relating the Standards. Go to https://committee.iso.org/tc251  
 
2.2 International Infrastructure Financial Management Manual 
 
Work continues on the development of an International version of the Infrastructure Financial 
Management Manual (IIFMM) based on the AIFMM. John Howard and John Comrie have kindly agreed 
to handle the major writing work and Peter Way will project manage this task with a small Steering 
Group overseeing.  
 
International Accounting expertise is being sourced through John Comrie to ensure we cover the 
principle messages in the various International Accounting Standards. As previously reported, the 
intent is to focus more on the principles that should be applied in meeting good practice when it 
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comes to financial management for infrastructure assets – e.g. the life cycle approach and need for 
long term financial planning to ensure financial sustainability.  
 
At this stage, a first draft and is being reviewed. It is anticipated the finished document should be 
ready for release in the second half of 2018. 
 
2.3 Resource Development 
 
2.3.1 Asset Management Basics 
A first draft has been prepared and reviewed by the NAMS Council members.  IPWEA is looking to 
finalise the manual in the first half of 2018. 
 
2.3.2 National Approach to Electronic ‘As Constructed’ Drawings 
Discussion occurred regarding ADAC as a NAMS or IPWEAQ product. Agreed that IIMM should 
continue to illustrate ADAC as an example of best practice however that NAMS should not recommend 
ADAC as the sole way of collecting “as constructed” asset digital data. Recognised that A-SPEC also 
utilised by many Australasian jurisdictions. 
 
2.3.3 Elected Member Training Resources 
There are already training materials covering both elected Member awareness and Introduction to AM 
and these will need to be updated to reflect the new AMBasics when completed. AMBasics is not in a 
form that is likely to be embraced by elected members. There will need to be a concise elected 
members summary. As previously advised the short course combining Stewardship Responsibilities for 
Elected Members and Asset Management Planning basics was run for the Clarence Valley Council last 
year and was well received. The idea of seeking collaboration with LGAs on a State by State basis still 
has merit. The reports from State Auditor Generals provide support for this approach. 
 
Chris Champion still is intending to customize the Saskatchewan video clip that provides a simple 
introduction on the importance of infrastructure asset management. This was funded by a grant from 
the Canadian Government and requires their approval before further customization to make the clip 
relevant for both Canadian and Australasian audiences and internationally. If this cannot be achieved 
there a number of existing clips on AM that could fill the space. 
 
2.3.4 AM Graduate Programs 
The Graduate Certificate and Bachelor of Technology (Professional Honours) in Infrastructure Asset 
Management is run in partnership with the Centre for Pavement Engineering Education (CPEE) at the 
University of Tasmania.  Details are at:  www.ipwea.org/GradCertIAM  
 
Investigations continue on expanding the course to include modules on water/wastewater, parks and 
buildings. NAMS Council is seeking interest in these modules.  Indicate your interest HERE. 
 
It was also resolved that the NAMS Council Chair seek further opportunities for collaboration with NZ 
NAMS, CPEE and others to explore the possible rollout of the NZ NAMS Diploma in Asset Management 
in Australia. 
 
2.3.5 Training Programs 
 
Professional Certificate in Asset Management Planning 
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The Professional Certificate in Asset Management Planning is delivered across the globe and 
supported by the American/Canadian Public Works Association, Canadian Network of Asset Managers, 
Finnish Association of Municipal Engineering and the International Federation of Municipal 
Engineering. 
 
The course includes: 

• 8 live webinar presentations held over 10 weeks 
• Forum challenges 
• Multiple choice questions 
• Two assignments 
• ‘How to’ videos and resources 
• Qualification of Professional Certificate in Asset Management Planning 

 
Details are available at http://info.ipwea.org/professional-certificate-asset-management-planning and 
Members are encouraged to promote the short YouTube video that is an excellent promotion of the 
Course. 
 
The course is currently in its 5th year of operation with registrations totalling 992 participants to date.  
The average completion rate is 75%. 
 
3 Information Exchange 
 
3.1 The National AM Congress 
 
Planning of the 2018 AM Congress (13 - 16th August 2018 | Canberra) is well underway and members 
are encouraged to post ideas, issues and other initiatives to the Congress Committee. 
 
3.2 Asset Management Study Tour to New Zealand 
Preliminary discussion has occurred with NAM.NZ on the timing of a 2018 NZ Study Tour. The NZ Asset 
Management Forum is scheduled for 5 & 6 November 2018 and would be a good fit to a NZ Study 
Tour. 
 
This timing will allow Divisions and Foundations to consider the opportunity in preparation of their 
2017/18 budgets. 
 
3.3 Policy Advice 
 
Comments were provided to the working party for the “Austroads Guideline for Minimum Levels of 
Asset Componentisation for Road Infrastructure Assets”. The document was reviewed by IPWEA 
members of the ADAC Consortium who considered the intent and direction of the document were 
overall good. They recognised that the document focused heavily with a road infrastructure mindset. 
There were occasions when the prescribed structure did not consider the use of an asset type in 
functions/locations other than road infrastructure. An example of this is the placement of “SIGNS” 
under roadside. In a council, signs could be in parks, jetties, on buildings etc. Similarly, “Trees” would 
generally be more suited to a Landscaping category rather than roadside. Hence, they pointed out that 
it will be critical for the working party to ensure that there is no duplication of Asset Types in other 
Asset Classes or Asset Sub-Classes. 
 
3.4 Strategic Alliances 
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Continue with discussions to foster relationship between IPWEA, AMC, IAM (and other Peak Bodies) 
that provide mutual benefit and benefit of practitioners.   
 
Preliminary discussions have continued to establish a formal arrangement with the IAM. 
 
Whilst in Canberra preparing for the AM Congress Rob Fuller and Murray Erbs met with officers of 
Engineers Australia (EA), Australian Local Government Association (ALGA), Regional Australia Institute 
(RAI) and Australian Airports Association (AAA). 
The most recent meeting of the Public Assets Collaborative Group was held in Brisbane on 20th April 
2018. Due to a late change in times only a small number were in attendance. The meeting included a 
presentation by Professor Robin Drogemuller of QUT on “BIM for managing Public Assets” and 
discussion on “Qualifications and assessment of Asset Management Personnel”.  
 
3.5 International Activities 
 
The following Report from Chris Champion (Director International IPWEA & Secretary General IFME) 
on International Affairs for asset management is presented to keep NAMS Council and IPWEA 
members informed on what is transpiring globally. 
 
Major Activities Progress: 
 
Canada 

• NAMS Canada (N/C) has partnered with the Federation of Canadian Municipalities to 
deliver a standalone Professional Certificate course in Canada (Apr 2018); 

• FCM is providing up to $383,625 as a government grant to subsidise 90% of the registration 
cost to train up to 200 participants from Canadian municipalities. 

• The 200 places were filled within 16 days of launch; a waiting list has been established; a 
submission has been lodged seeking funding to deliver further courses; outcome will be 
known in June 

• The course targets small communities with a maximum of 2 participants per municipality; 
120 participants are from populations < 10k; 80 from > 10k; all 13 provinces of Canada are 
represented except the newest that stretches up into the Arctic 

• N/C has traditionally been most active in western Canada; support by the FCM program has 
resulted in 80 participants of the 200 coming from east of Canada which is most promising 

• The Professional Certificate and NAMS.PLUS is very scalable; the smallest municipality 
registered for (Cahoot #10) Canada program has a population of 27; the largest, Calgary has 
1.2m. 

• N/C has partnered with Asset Management Saskatchewan (AM-SK) to deliver an additional 
$155,009 FCM grant comprising a video, webinars & 1-day workshops; the video, webinars 
and workshops have now been delivered all lead by IPWEA’s Allen Mapstone as presenter; 
Allen also delivers our face-to-face workshops in British Columbia. 

 
United States 

• The United States had the highest successful completion rates from those undertaking the 
Professional Certificate course – 90.3% - and double the number undertaking the course 
since the year before (up from 17 to 31) 

• President Mat Greskie, CEO Robert Fuller and Director International Chris Champion are 
attending the 2018 APWA PWX Expo held in association with the 19th IFME World 
Congress in Kansas City (Aug 2018); the IPWEA NZ President Sam Gain is also attending 
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• IPWEA representatives attend many APWA meetings including International Affairs, Asset 
Management Task Force, International Infrastructure Round Table, Awards Ceremony, 
International Reception, General Keynote & Education Sessions. 

• The APWA PWX is an important event for developing and maintaining international 
networks and partnerships. APWA/CPWA is supporting IPWEA through the marketing of 
the Professional Certificate in North America, particularly Canada. 

 
Malaysia 

• Chris Champion & John Comrie were keynote speakers at InfraAssets Conference held in 
Kuala Lumpur (Oct 2017); discussions are underway to deliver further two 2-day workshops 
(on accrual accounting & asset management). 

 
New Initiatives Planned 

• International Study Tour. The Study Tour planned for 2018 has been transitioned across to 
support a new study tour approach incorporating attendance at the Smart Cities 
Conference in Barcelona later this year 

• FCM Municipal Asset Management Program (MAMP). A workshop was held in Ottawa 
(Mar 2018) for grant partners including NAMS Canada; Chris Champion, IPWEA Director 
International, was an invited participant & speaker on (1) online learning, (2) integrated 
financial planning & reporting; this was also an opportunity to hear about the next round of 
grants 

• Chris Champion & Allen Mapstone had follow-on meeting with the Centre for Urban 
Infrastructure (CERIU, Montreal); CERIU has interest in translating IPWEA’s resources and 
Professional Certificate into French; a funding submission has been made under the 2nd 
round of the FCM MAMP program 

• Canadian Network of Asset Managers (CNAM) has their annual conference in Windsor 
Canada; Chris Champion is a speaker at CNAM; this will be followed as keynote speaker at 
the Michigan State Total Asset Management Conference (introduced by Evan Pratt, last 
year’s APWA Jennings Randolph Fellow who was at our 2017 IPWEA International 
Conference held in Perth); Chris is also speaking at the 16th World Congress on Continuing 
Engineering Education, in Mexico in May; this conference is attended by global engineering 
education providers and an opportunity to present IPWEA’s online Professional Certificate; 
these conferences timely aligned and provide an opportunity to present on IPWEA’s 
services to key audiences 

• The most recent IFME Board meeting was held in association with the SPEA Pacific 
Infrastructure Symposium in Suva, Fiji (Apr 2018); the Director was invited as a speaker 
talking about Integrating Asset Management into Financials 

• Export Grant. A 3rd round submission was made under the Commonwealth Export Market 
Development Grant; this reimburses up to 50% of export promotion expenses above $5k; it 
also provides allowances to cover accommodation and other expenses; this includes 
covering the above marketing and many previous trips; grants received to date now 
amount to $74,000; this has greatly assisted IPWEA to market its programs internationally. 

 
4 Product & Publications Report 
 
4.1 International Infrastructure Management Manual (IIMM) 
 
The 5th Edition (2015) of the globally acclaimed International Infrastructure Management Manual 
(IIMM) has been driven largely by the introduction of the new ISO 55000 Asset Management 
Standards.  
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Recognising that the ISO Standards are very much the ‘what to do’, the IIMM provides the practical 
‘how to’ in terms of applying the standards for infrastructure asset management.  Refer 
www.ipwea.org/iimm 
 
4.2 Australian Infrastructure Financial Management Manual (AIFMM) 
 
The Australian Infrastructure Financial Management Manual 2015 edition was launched in October 
2015 and continues to be well received.  The Manual was developed by IPWEA in collaboration with 
the National Local Government Financial Management Forum.  
 
A project has commenced on the development of an International version of the Infrastructure 
Financial Management Manual (IIFMM) based on the AIFMM. 
 
The AIFMM 2015 Glossary is available as a free download at: www.ipwea.org/aifmm under Supporting 
Material as a reference point for national consistency.   
 
4.3 NAMS.Plus – Online guided pathway for Asset Management Planning 
 
NAMS.PLUS is a subscription service that provides access to tools, templates, maturity models and 
other online resources to develop and update asset management policy, strategy and plans based on 
the International Infrastructure Management Manual and ISO 55000. 
 
At the end of March 2018 there were 385 subscribers to NAMS.PLUS, an increase of 8 (2.1%) since 
November 2017. 
 
Access for registered users is via the IPWEA Single-Sign_On at: www.ipwea.org/namsplus  
 
4.4 Buildings.PLUS 
 
Buildings.Plus is a web-based software application designed for facility and property managers in any 
type of organisation that has a significant portfolio of buildings. It is also designed for managers of 
other assets including parks open spaces, play grounds, recreational centres, houses and educational 
facilities. 
 
At the end of March 2018 there were 30 Australian local governments and 1 Housing provider 
subscribed to Buildings.PLUS. 
 
A modified Buildings PLUS now writes an output file in a format that NAMS.PLUS can read and use (i.e. 
Form2 asset register extract). 
 
4.5 Practice Notes 
 
Current Practice Notes - see www.ipwea.org/PracticeNotes  
 
Practice Notes in development 
 

• Disaster Recovery Data Management 
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It has been proposed that IPWEA NZ could fulfil the role of developing this PN – as an umbrella 
organisation that leads best practice asset management across all asset types.  
 
The concept is that IPWEA NZ would oversee the process and then call on specific expertise as 
and when required to address matters related to specific asset types.   

 
Potential Future Practice Notes 
 

• Data Management (In conjunction with work by NZ Division and Austroads on data 
harmonisation) 

• Marine and Waterways structure  
• Street Tree Management  
• Natural Assets/Waterways 
• Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) operations and maintenance 
• Coordination of works programs with spatial data 
• Parks sub-note ‘Water Resources and Irrigation’ 
• A Public Lighting PN. 
• Boardwalks and Bridges Timber Longevity and Maintenance Practices in Australia. 
• Life Expectancy, Design Consideration, and Maintenance of Plastics for Public Infrastructure 

Structures. 
• Condition Assessment of Signs 

 
4.6 AUS-SPEC 
 
AUS-SPEC is a technical specification system that assists local government in the life cycle 
management of their assets providing a range of templates for preparing contract documentation.  
Managed by NATSPEC (a national not-for-profit organisation whose objective is to improve the 
construction quality and productivity of the built environment through leadership of information) it is 
developed by the industry, for the industry and IPWEA encourages local government to subscribe to 
any of the AUS-SPEC packages. 
 
AUS-SPEC is available in seven packages, each consisting of a number of Worksection Templates.  At 
the end of October 2017 there are currently 162 subscribers to the AUS-SPEC package. 
 
The 2017 AUS-SPEC Update has been released to subscribers. In addition to the Update, the following 
advertisement/brochures have been developed: 
 

• AUS-SPEC advertisement published in The Australian Local Government Infrastructure 
Yearbook Volume 11, 2017 

• AUS-SPEC Overview and Case studies (released at the 2017 IPWEA International 
Conference) 

• AUS-SPEC - The necessity of Local Government specification. 
These brochures are freely available at https://www.natspec.com.au/resources/aus-spec-case-studies 
 
The Oct 2018 AUS-SPEC Update will include a New AUS-SPEC Roads Package for rural councils. 
 
Development of a new AUS-SPEC Roads package for rural and remote Councils is under development 
and will assist them in maintaining their largest asset, their road network. We are currently reviewing 
the current AUS-SPEC design, construction and maintenance worksections for roadworks to include 
specific needs of rural councils. Additional resource information and worksections are being 
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developed on the design, construction and maintenance of unsealed roads. This involves the review of 
all worksections in the existing Roadworks Package and create a simpler version and reference type 
specifications for rural councils where there is lack of technical staff, knowledge and skills.  
 
A new TECHreport Management of gravel pits in country areas – A case study, is being developed to 
assist the councils to better manage their road materials for the construction and maintenance of their 
road network and achieve better whole of life costs and reduce budget expenditures for both sealed 
and unsealed roads. 
 
4.7 ADAC 
 
Asset Design As Constructed (ADAC) provides a robust data specification that supports asset design 
drawings and as constructed plans. It represents a strategic solution through quality data capture and 
management for government and utilities. Compliant data is captured during design and construction 
processes and used to populate asset component registers and Geographical Information Systems 
(GIS). 
 
Details on ADAC are available from www.adac.com.au.  IPWEA Qld Division manages the ADAC 
solution. 
 
5 NAMS Consultant Supporters Roundtable  

 
The Consultants Supporters Group meet once a year to provide input to the direction of NAMS 
Council.  The NAMS Council met with the NAMS Consultant Supporters Roundtable on Thursday 10th 
May 2018 and the following outcomes were recorded from that meeting. NAMS Council expresses its 
ongoing appreciation for the fantastic support offered by our Consultant Supporters. 
 

• That both the Consultant Supporters and NAMS Council members be involved in the peer 
review process of the IFMM. 

• The peer review of IFMM should also involve a wider audience (e.g. international, big 4 
accounting firms, etc.). 

• That discussions continue between IPWEA, AMC, IAM, and other Peak Bodies with a view 
to fostering relationships that provide mutual benefit to partner organisations and 
opportunity for AM practitioners. 

• That a pathway map be developed for Industry and Asset Managers (from entry to 
advanced level) that is consistent and aligned with the ISO and AQF framework. The 
framework should account for all professions involved in AM. 

• That EA be requested to reconsider their proposed CPEng (AM) highlighting concerns and 
perception that this will make Asset Management an Engineering only discipline and could 
be to the detriment of an organisation having a sound asset management business 
framework and culture. 

• That IPWEA undertake a refresh of NAMS.PLUS and consider a marketing campaign to 
communicate the benefits to all asset intensive and infrastructure service providers. 
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• That a ‘white paper’ be developed outlining the benefits of a nationally consistent 
approach to measuring local government performance. Invitations to participate should 
include John Comrie and John Howard. This should document the history and work 
completed to date and possibly include a revisit of NAMAF. 

• The ‘white paper’ be used to facilitate a roundtable of senior officers from each State and 
Territory Auditor General, Regulator and Treasury departments with the aim of 
establishing, implementing and monitoring of consistent core financial Sustainability 
Measures. 

• Explore ideas to refresh existing products and services (how to videos/YouTube, similar to 
streetlight controls program). 

• Consider JRA Datashare opportunities for NAMS product development. Inputs for live 
reporting of unit rates/lives & costs for every asset category and component. Templates. 
Dashboards. 

• Explore opportunities for Asset Managers in waste management, accounting for waste 
facilities, and value for consent. 

• To understand the effects of a changing world (i.e. evolving technology, big data, shifting 
populations, etc.) and revisit AM and financial planning & reporting awareness and skills 
shortage. 

 
6 Austroads - Assets Task Force & Projects 
 
Activities in Progress 

Since the last NAMS Meeting, Austroads Task Force Meetings have been held in Geelong and 
Canberra. 
 
In summary, recent achievements include: 
 
Guide to Asset Management (GAM) 
A full strategic review of the GAM has been completed. The Guide has been restructured to 
align with the International Infrastructure Management Manual (IIMM) and the international 
asset management standard ISO 55000 and updated to include the findings of a series of in 
depth research projects. The GAM now has three parts subdivided into 15 sections. The revised 
GAM will be ready for publication in April 2018, subject to Board endorsement of the final three 
sections. 
 
Guide to Pavement Technology (GPT) 
The most significant revision of the GPT Part 2 Structural Pavement Design in a decade was 
published in Dec 2017. This has had immediate impact with major road projects reporting more 
cost-effective pavement design outcomes. 
In February 2018 over $1.5m of savings was identified from revisiting the pavement designs for 
two major construction projects in Adelaide. It is great to see such early adoption and cost 
savings within weeks of the Guide release. 
The GPT is used across Australia for road pavements and so the benefits will accumulate across 
all pavements designed using this Guide. A Guide update webinar in early March attracted over 
450 registrations, the most ever for an Austroads webinar. Seminars on GPT Part 2 have been 
delivered by ARRB and CPEE in all major cities involving many hundreds of participants. 
Importantly this Guide update brings together the outputs of multiple strategic pavement 
research projects ensuring that the significant learnings from the research are put into practice 
for immediate and significant benefit. The more robust and targeted the research, the greater 
the significance of the Guide update. 
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Guide to Bridge Technology (GBT) 
GBT has been fully revised and published to align with the revised bridge code AS5100. Given 
the prevalence of more extreme weather and flood events, a new part has been added covering 
waterways and scour design. Again, the Guide content has been informed by structures 
research over the past 8-10 years. 
 
Guide to Project Delivery (GPD) 
The new Guide to Construction Quality Assurance GPD Part 5 has now been completed and the 
implementation plan for this can now commence to promote adoption across the industry. 
 
Test Methods, Work Tips and Technical Notes 
Revisions to current test methods and development of new test methods continues. In general, 
the aim is to develop performance related laboratory tests which can be linked to field 
performance. The harmonisation of national technical specifications (proposed project 
ASP6089) will enable greater progress in this area. 
 
2018-19 Project Concepts 
 
The following draft projects have been developed for funding consideration in the 2018-19 
budget: 
• Marginal Materials and Sustainable Roads: Mick Savage, Shane Tepper.  
• Focus on making marginal materials work to create sustainable roads as a next step from 

AAM2101. Topic covers fit for purpose use of materials e.g. lime / cement / stabilisation / 
blending of materials, use of additives, rejuvenators. 

• Prolonging the life of assets: Tom McHugh, Mick Savage 
• Detailed investigation of pavement performance data derived from AT1064 (Long Term 

Pavement Performance) and AT1932 (Network trend analysis), data mining, works effects - 
durability of treatments. 

• Freight Efficiency: David Darwin / Ramon Staheli 
• How far can the assets be pushed and what needs to change to accommodate this while 

maintaining sustainability? Covers vertical loading - shear forces – wide single tyres - 
multiple axle loading - links to economic benefits – contribution of roads to GDP – 
strategies for predicting heavy vehicle loads and demand. e.g. harvesting of blue gum 
forests in green triangle of Victoria. 

• Operating costs for operational data (Catherine Dear / David Jansen). 
• Investigation of a range of current and emerging cheaper options for asset data collection. 

What data is available and of interest? How might we acquire this data? How might this 
data be used to support asset decisions? 

 
Current funding priorities include: 
 
Assets Task Force Project Priorities 
AAM6143 Prolonging the Life of Assets under Increasing Demand 
AAM6144 Sustainable Roads Through Fit for Purpose Use of Available Materials 
 
Pavements Task Force Project Priorities 
APT6117 Maximising the Use of Sustainable Rehabilitation Treatments 
APT6150 Standards Australia – Bitumen and Related Materials for Roads 
APT6158 Improving the Cost Effectiveness of Asphalt Surfaced Gravel Roads 
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DATA STANDARD FOR ROAD MANAGEMENT AND INVESTMENT PROJECT 
The Data Standard for Road Management and Investment in Australia and New Zealand has 
been developed in response to a need to standardise and harmonise data sets that support 
common road management and investment activities. Specifically, this Standard establishes a 
common understanding of the meaning or semantics of the data, to ensure correct and proper 
use and interpretation of the data by its stakeholders. The data specifications are specific to the 
data that is typically and routinely used for road management and investment purposes. It 
provides consistency in data definition and format. The Data Standard will assist with road 
management and investment activities including: asset and service performance assessment, 
performance benchmarking, road research, policy development, expenditure comparisons, 
funding approvals, supporting national reforms, national reporting, innovation, shared services, 
and inter-organisation communications.  
 
This Standard has been developed to support asset information management systems for data 
collection, finance, risk, and information. It is the product of comprehensive consultation in 
Australia and New Zealand across the road industry.   This version (Version 2) of the Data 
Standard highlights an initial Priority Harmonisation Subset of data, that will be the subject of 
further review and stakeholder consultation in 2018.  Austroads intends to publish a further 
version of the Standard that will contain priority data sets endorsed for implementation 
activities. 
 
The Standard allows organisations to determine their desired level of sophistication with 
respect to both asset inventory recording and asset management planning and provides the 
relevant data specification in this regard. This approach is consistent with the fundamental 
principles of ISO 55000:2014 Management System – Asset Management, particularly regarding 
maximising ‘value’ from assets. 
 
The benefits of a target approach to data harmonisation and implementation of the Data 
Standard have been assessed to include: 
• Improved new benefit from maintenance activities 
• Improved net benefit from capacity expansion activities 
• Improved ability to leverage heavy vehicle road reform benefits 
• Lower data collection costs 
• Lower operational costs for government 
• Improved ability to leverage new technologies  
 
Priority Harmonisation Subsets 
A revised business case indicated a BCR of 4, founded on an implementation using only priority 
data sets that can support collaboration and analysis of road maintenance practice.  Version 2 of 
the Data Standard highlights an initial set of Priority Harmonisation Subset (PHS) data.  The PHS 
will be the subject of further review and stakeholder consultation in 2018.  Austroads intends to 
publish a subsequent version of the Standard (Version 3) that will contain priority data sets 
endorsed for implementation activities. 
 
This version of the Standard highlights these priority data sets in the data tables and gives 
guidance about what areas of practice, harmonisation of these data items supports. However, 
any future decisions regarding implementation will be considered separately to this technical 
report and will be linked to future versions of the Standard. This report has been published to 
provide road asset data specification direction for entities which produce, request and use road 
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asset data, with a view towards staged implementation across the Australian and New Zealand 
road industry.   
 
Functional Road Classification 
Classification for a transport network/system attributes to each component link a functional 
priority or status level within the network. Any network will generally include links classified at 
most levels across this spectrum within it. In this Standard the New Zealand One Network Road 
Classification (ONRC) has been used as an example of a classification system.  This classification 
has not been endorsed as the primary functional classification system in Australia.  Stakeholders 
will be engaged further on functional road classification in the development of Version 3 of the 
data standard.   
 
The priority for the program for 2018/2019 is currently: 
• Focusing on implementing Version 3 of the data standard through the updated priority data 

sets currently being developed. 
• Utilising expanded pilots that focus on local government utilisation of PHS and associated 

metrics. 
• Pilots should be diverse with respect to geographical, climatic and road management 

practice. 
 
The next meeting of the Assets Task Force is due to be held in Darwin on 21-22 August 2018. 
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7 Around the Divisions 
 
7.1 New South Wales Division 

 
Activities in Progress 

 
The last six months has seen plenty of dialogue with both sides of the NSW State Government 
and advocacy promoting a qualified Engineer at each Local Government entity. The Division is 
promoting the importance of qualified engineers and has called on the Government to 
introduce a requirement for all local government authorities to have a suitably qualified 
engineer 
 
The NSW Division has continued the dialogue of promoting good AM practice across NSW Local 
Government entities, NSW Government and the NSW OLG with NAMS, IIMM at the forefront of 
discussions.  
 
The enhancement of the NSW AM Panel has resulted in the development of dashboard 
reporting unique to the NSW Local Government reform and the ratios that LG entities are being 
gauged on, the dashboards were formally endorsed by the Board and released at the Regional 
Forums. Whilst dashboard reporting is not new, this is unique to the NSW reporting and 
provides a snapshot of the financial position of Council. The dashboard conveys in a laymen’s 
term the functionality, capacity, level of service and asset conditions.  
  
The OLG were seeking a standardised AM policy across NSW LG. The panel acknowledged the 
NAMS template was the primary template and determined that a standard asset policy 
template would not work for all entities as each Council had morphed the NAMS template to 
accommodate their individual entities.  
 
The consensus of the NSW AM Panel was to further investigate the content of existing policies 
across NSW and ensure they referred to all of the relevant standards which would be a high-
level statement about the service delivery and commitment of the journey which also 
considered additional and disposal of assets and not the guidelines or procedures.  
 
The panel thought it was more appropriate to develop a cheat sheet in conjunction with the 
OLG for the drafting of an AM policy which promotes the NAMS template and examples of good 
NSW Council policies. 
 

New Initiatives  
 
The NSW Auditor General is now auditing all of the NSW LG entities. IPWEA NSW Division has 
maintained a working relationship with the OLG and the NSW Auditors Advisory Group to 
develop the appropriate templates, definitions and guidelines to assist in this process. We have 
been consistent in promoting the linkage and use of: 
 
• Australian Accounting Standards  
• ISO 55000 Asset Management Standards. 
• International Infrastructure Management Manual (IIMM). Institute of Public Works 

Engineering Australasia (IPWEA) 
• IPWEA NAMPLUS Advanced Risk Register Template  
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• IPWEA NAMSPLUS Asset Management Plan Template 
 
The AM Panel is going to review the contents of the report that Auditor General released 
following the 2016/17 audit of NSW Local Government entities. We see this as an opportunity 
to further IPWEA as leading recognised agency in the field of AM and NAM’s recognition as a 
best practice tool. 

 
7.2 New Zealand Division 

 
Activities in Progress 

 
NAMS Partners Meeting 14 February 2018 
The 6 monthly NAMS Partners meeting was hosted at GHD’s Auckland Office. 
• Plug for the various IPWEA events upcoming RIMS Forum, LDEG forum, LGIM Forum, 

IPWEA Conference and of course the NAMS Advanced Asset Management Forum. 
• Industry roundtable: 

o Brian Smith noted his involvement with procurement work for non-financial auditor of 
alliance contracts. 

o Chris Jenkins (SPM) noted the need to ensure NAMS receives the right focus – look at 
higher level support from CEO’s etc and to find ways to engage with organisations. 

o Miles Wyatt, AECOM noted: 
§ AECOM has a reasonably significant graduate intake across both Australia and 

New Zealand. Each year AECOM’s asset management group presents to the 
graduate on what asset management is all about. Most graduates have never 
heard of asset management and are not aware that it is a viable career option. 

• Partners Logo - Peter Higgs spoke to this item at the and highlighted the purpose for the 
Partners Logo: 
o Development of logo consistent across organisations 
o For NAMS Partners to use on publications etc 

• There was a sense from the Committee that the Partners Representatives need some more 
energy – typically attendees are leaders in AM from the respective firms.  By comparison 
there is a high energy level with the NAMS Forum organising Committee. 

 
NAMS Council Update 
As noted previously the relationship is strengthening between NAMS NZ and NAMS AU and the 
Council have supported NZ providing 2 reps from the NAMS Committee. Key points of 
interaction are: 
 
• International Financial Management Manual (IIFMM) being developed by NAMS AU – Brian 

Smith has offered to peer review 
• Opportunities to look at NZ Addendum to IFMM 
• Asset Management 101 (on NAMS Project list) underway thanks to joint funding (NAMS NZ 

& NAMS AU) 
• Issues observed in Australia: 

o Some Councils haven’t started the AM journey 
o How do we communicate with our communities? 

• 2018 NZ Study Tour – develop relationships. How do we market it? 
 
NAMS NZ Project Update 
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Noting that we undertook a review of the 12 asset management projects currently “underway” 
with use of a prioritisation tool and considered subjective evaluation at NAMS Committee and 
by IPWEA Board members the current status is as follows. 
 

Project Description Status 
1 Review Existing IPWEA Material Complete 
2 Review Australian Infrastructure Financial 

Management Manual (AIFMM) 
Scoping complete. Now being 
considered as an addendum to the 
IIFMM 

4 Asset Management Maturity Current priority for NAMS 
Committee to scope 

7 Update Optimised Decision-Making 
Manual 

 

8 Support Meta Data Standards Watching brief – no sponsor 
11 Simplify Guidance Material/Style Guide Common to all projects 

*12 AM101 Guideline Underway co-funded by NAMS AU. 
13 Fostering our Future Talent Underway 

 
*Project 12 (AM101 Guideline) 
 
Lisa Roberts is developing on behalf of NAMS NZ and NAMS Council. 
 
Lisa has been asked to plan the document using IIMM and Quick Guide as the base line 
documents – expanding into a bit more ‘how to’ guidance and adding simple examples/case 
studies. 
 
The AM101 Guideline aims to be a simplified IIMM reference document and resource to be used 
in training entry level practitioners recognising that many of these would be non-specialist AM 
personnel and the document needs to fill this space as well as being palatable to an 
international audience. 
 
A request for examples has gone out to NAMS NZ and NAMS AU Partners.  Murray Erbs NAMS 
AU Chair will be preparing a Marketing Plan for AM101. 
 
Advancing Asset Management Forum – 2018 Planning/Committee 
Scheduled for 5 & 6 November 2018 at the Intercontinental in Wellington. 

Committee established and in full swing with planning/organisation. 
The theme for the Advancing Asset Management Forum is ‘Game Changers: Are you ready for 
tomorrow’s infrastructure? Our theme challenges us to identify how asset management can 
fortify our infrastructure, and our industry, for radical disruptive change. What are the Game 
Changers for you and how do we get ready for it? We are seeking papers which are ‘Game 
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Changers’ and will stimulate, challenge and expand our thinking in line with the suggested sub-
themes detailed below. 
• TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE 
• A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT 
• CHANGING REQUIREMENTS 
• CHANGING BUSINESS OR FUNDING RULES 
• SKILLS AND CAPABILITIES WE WILL NEED 
1.5-day format (positive feedback from previous forum) 
Outcome document – better investment not to have publication.  Instead re-cap of key 
messages after each session  
Minister to be invited as Key note speaker 
Committee keen to have Key notes in an interactive panel 
 
Asset Management Tour 
Still under consideration by NAMS AU. Dependant on funding available in Australia.  Once the 
Advancing ASSET Management Forum call for papers locked down with all Murray Erbs (NAMS 
AU) to market the study tour. 
 

New Initiatives  
 
A Business Case template has been developed based on Treasury’s “light” version for 
development of training courses/material. 
Current new offerings being developed include: 
• RIMS Pavement Strength Testing and High-Speed Data Collection 
• RIMS Risk Management on Roading Networks 
• RIMS Traffic Counting 
• Strategic Asset Management for ICT 
 

7.3 Queensland Division 
 
Activities in Progress 

 
• Queensland Audit Office (QAO) is generating improvements in Local Government Asset 

Management practices by expanding their yearly external audits to include a basic 
assessment of Asset Management performance. QAO have repeatedly stating that they are 
looking for more than financial compliance with asset valuations, they want to see the 
linkages to Asset Management planning, long term financial planning and strategic business 
planning. 

• LGAQ and QTC are holding a Local Government Financial Sustainability Summit on the 8th 
and 9th May, which will have a focus on Asset Management 

• The IPWEAQ will be holding its State Conference at the Gold Coast on the 10-12th October 
which will have an Asset Management stream as part of the Conference. 

• The Queensland State Governments allowance for asset rehabilitation work to be able to 
be submitted for grant funding continues to have a positive impact on Council’s focus on 
Asset Management and financially sustainability 

 
New Initiatives  
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The LGAQ has formed a state Asset Management Advisory Group with its first meeting being 
held on the 1st December which I attended. Th advisory group has been an excellent initiative of 
LGAQ with the group agreeing on the following group Goal Statement at the meeting:  
 
“To leverage and coordinate the combined asset management expertise of the State 
Government, local government, professional associations and other relevant stakeholders to 
support service delivery to Queensland communities through: 
• Grant program arrangements that support long-term planning, effective asset 

management and financial sustainability of councils. 
• Development and use of professional standards appropriate to local government. 
• Developing councils’ data analytics capability to enable effective decision-making by 

councils and support business continuity, in particular strategic asset management. 
• Organisational capability development and peer-to-peer support for elected members and 

professional officers, including sharing and distributing information on successful asset 
management practices. 

• Benchmarking to enable councils to assess the maturity of their asset management 
capability relevant to delivering on their communities’ needs. 

• Policy and legislation metrics that are meaningful and scalable across local government 
segments. 

• Autonomy in managing for an adequate level of local government revenue to support 
asset management and service delivery to communities.” 

 
7.4 South Australia Division 
 
Activities in Progress 

 
2018 IPWEA (SA) State Conference & Excellence Awards Dinner 
The 2018 IPWEA (SA) State Conference and Excellence Awards Dinner will be held on Friday 
25th May 2018 in Adelaide. 
The Conference will be followed by the celebration of IPWEA SA’s Gala Dinner, including the 
presentation of the 2018 Excellence Awards to recognise innovation and excellence in the public 
works field. 
 
Infrastructure Guidelines: Standards and Requirements for the Design and Construction of 
Infrastructure Assets in South Australia 
 
Over the past few years, IPWEA SA has been progressing the development of Infrastructure 
Design Guidelines for South Australia with funding from the Local Government Research and 
Development Fund.     
 
The guidelines started as Land Division Design guidelines and quickly moved to Infrastructure 
Design guidelines as it became evident that works completed by Councils and developers should 
be to similar standards.  Over time, the Infrastructure Design Guidelines will include standard 
drawings, specification references, checklists and proformas.  The guidelines are intended to be 
a live document and will be updated over time as required. 
 
We are now pleased to announce that the Infrastructure Guidelines are now available for use 
and a copy can be obtained in the Library section of ipwea SA website 
Copies of The Infrastructure Guidelines for use in targeting consistency in design and 
construction of new developments were posted to all 68 South Australian councils in late 2017. 
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The SA Government Department responsible for the new Planning Development and 
Infrastructure Act is referencing the Guidelines and in time may mandate them.  
A challenge for IPWEA SA is keeping the Guidelines updated as there is no income stream to 
fund this. Whilst discussion has occurred with the Department on funding for updates no 
position has yet been reached. 
 
Trials of Asphalt Suitable for SA Local Government Use - Low Volume Road Asphalt  
This project is a collaboration between ten local governments and four asphalt contractors with 
the support of IPWEA SA to undertake trials of various forms of the Fine AC10 mix.  This project 
is being followed closely by the Bitumen Product User Group (BPUG), which is a collection of 
interested parties that meet regularly to discuss matters related to bitumen surfacing issues. 
 
A trial protocol has been developed by Tonkin Consulting upon review of the reference group 
and trials have progressed.  The protocol provided a standardised approach across the trials for: 
 
• The selection criteria for appropriate trial sites 
• Mix design requirements based on DPTI specification for Fine AC10 with options for C320 

or    C170 binder, Warm Asphalt or RAP 
• The recording requirements for construction sites 
• The monitoring requirements 
• Forms for reporting conditions and test results. 
 
The aim of the trial is to demonstrate that the specification is appropriate for local council use 
(workable enough to achieve low air voids) in order to provide long life asphalt to resist binder 
oxidation. 
 
Trials of asphalt suitable for use in local government (high binder content, low air void and 
longer life asphalt) were undertaken in 2012/13 and reported in March 2014. A key outcome 
was the development by the SA Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI) of 
a standard specification for Fine Asphalt Concrete (FAC), which included a target field air void 
limit of 6%. Costs of $40,000 were met by ten councils and IPWEA, and a $25,000 Local 
Government Association of SA R&D grant. Significant in kind support was also provided by lead 
consultant, Tonkin Consulting, and sub-consultants ARRB and DPTI. 
 
In 2015, IPWEA sought and obtained commitments of $42,000 from councils in and adjacent to 
Adelaide to carry out trials to determine if the target air voids in the DPTI Fine AC10 
specification were practically achievable. 
 
The trial protocol document was developed and adopted following review by a reference group 
comprising representatives of Tonkin Consulting, ARRB, DPTI, AAPA SA and IPWEA SA.  The 
protocol provided industry demonstration of how it could deliver a product that provides Local 
Government with a low void (longer life) asphalt. Results from summer trials led DPTI to 
conclude that as the then specified upper limit of 6% on field voids was not achievable on a 
consistent basis that this parameter would be amended to 7%. 
 
Trial protocol revisions have guided summer 2015 and winter 2016 trials and further summer 
2016/17 trials also including wheel track testing. Particular attention in the current and final 
trials is focused on improved results, with ambient temperature over 25 degrees needed for 
amendment of the mix grading envelope to assist in providing mixes with air voids consistently 
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below 7%.  Warm mix additives result in measurable benefits in reduced mix production 
temperature and/or improved density achieved in the field.  
A draft final report following trials of asphalt suitable for use in local government ie high 
binder/low air voids, is currently being reviewed. Evident is that industry has not been able to 
consistently achieve specified air voids below 7%, and that local government in-situ testing of 
asphalt it utilises is low. It is expected the report may prompt consideration of options for 
capturing more comprehensive data for further review. 

 
7.5 Tasmania Division 
 
Activities in Progress 

 
Tasmanian legislation requires councils have a Strategic Asset Management Plan; and in 
response to this, the LGAT engaged John Howard to develop a SAMP template that meets 
legislative requirements.  Thanks to the work undertaken by John, we now have a draft 
template, and in his typical style, John saw this as an opportunity to combine the SAMP and 
Asset Management Strategy into one succinct document.  This template relies on NAMS.PLUS to 
provide summary information required for the SAMP and has been tested with several councils 
and is working well.  The next step is to roll out the final version of the template and make this 
available to all councils.  There has been much interest in the use of this document. 
 
At the last regional asset meeting, a member council shared details on a project they have 
commenced to assess asset useful life and the collection of supporting information.  This project 
focuses on capturing long serving staff members knowledge of assets, which will allow them to 
translate work undertaken in the field, and incorporate this into financial data.  Outcomes from 
this work will be better asset componentisation, identifying opportunities for the use of modern 
equivalent assets where possible, and ensure the consumption of assets is accurate in relation 
to depreciation and future asset renewal expenditure.  
 

New Initiatives  
 
Regional asset meetings have been running off and on for a number of years; but have struggled 
to build full state-wide inclusion.  A change in approach is currently being considered for the 
group.  This idea came about from Rob Fullers comments at the last NAMS Council meeting, and 
wanting to understand ‘what keeps you up at night’ in terms of asset managers.  Following on 
from a discussion from our last meeting, a suggestion was put forward for a change to the 
meeting structure.  An invitation will go out to all councils to attend; and these meetings will be 
run alternatively in the northern and southern locations, allowing members to choose a suitable 
location.  A change in the current format for the meeting is being proposed, which will limit the 
number of agenda items to 8 to 10 for the year (two to three per meeting).  The focus will be on 
achievable outcomes and developing a plan to deliver solutions that will have maximum benefit 
for all.  Feedback and outcomes from the regional meeting can then be passed back to the 
NAMS Council for attention and possible support to the regional group if required. 
 

7.6 Victorian Division 
 
Activities in Progress 

 
Victoria Government has appointed the first Victoria Chief Engineer, Dr Collette Burke. Dr Burke 
will provide expert advice to the Government on major project design and engineering. She has 
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experience in both the private and public sectors – having been appointed Director to the 
VicTrack Board in 2015, and currently serving as the Managing Director of engineering 
consulting firm Exner Group. 
 
Dr Burke is also a former National Director of the National Association of Women in 
Construction. Victoria continues to invest an average of $10.2 billion a year over the budget and 
forward estimates – giving our cities, towns and communities the infrastructure they need. 
 
The new Chief Engineer role is based within the Office of Projects Victoria – a new expert body 
established by the Labor Government to oversee the planning and delivery of Victoria’s 
unprecedented pipeline of major infrastructure projects, and provide advice to Government 
when developing and delivering new projects. 
 
IPWEA (Vic) Conference in 2018 will be held during 10 – 11 May. Key themes are: 
ENGINEERING TODAY 
Building Communities Case studies showcasing the diversity of community assets delivered by 
engineers 
The Discipline of Delivery Best-practice tools and techniques for efficient and effective project 
management 
ENGINEERING TOMORROW 
Disruptive Technology An exploration of the ways in which technology is changing the way we 
live and work 
Performance Enhancement Management and leadership skills for professional growth and 
career development 
 
State Governments Engineers Registration Bill 2017 has been passed. Details of the registration 
process is being finalised. 
 

New Initiatives  
 
There is a need for an AM Practical note for the development of a Coastal Infrastructure Asset 
Management Plan 
Need for a standard for the use of recycle material for Road Construction 
 

7.7 Western Australian Division 
 

Activities in Progress 
 

• The WA Asset Management Committee has reviewed its objectives in light of the difficulty 
in achieving the objectives from last year. There is still a desire to contact all local 
government authorities in the state, in order to identify and assist in the asset 
management journey, and more work will be done in this area.  

 
• The Committee organised a workshop as part of the IPWEA WA Training Week at the end 

of November 2017. The workshop titled “Towards a Common Road Condition Assessment” 
included a brief introduction to IPWEA’s Practice Note 9 Condition Assessment and Asset 
Performance Guidelines for Road Pavements. A set of road data from Pavement 
Management Services was presented, and three local government practitioners presented 
and discussed on how they use and interpret the data, relative to the guideline of the 
Practice Note. Feedback from the workshop indicated that for road condition assessments, 
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the WALGA Road Visual Assessment Condition Manual is considered more suited to 
Western Australian needs than the Practice Note, although the WALGA manual does not 
cover asset management planning. Names were taken for people interested in being a 
‘Buddy’ to learn to visual assess road condition, and the division will need mentors to guide 
this process. 

 
• On 21 February 2018 a seminar was held on “Interfacing with State Government Projects”.  

o Representatives Alex Dias and Christian Lancer from the City of Perth presented 
“Elizabeth Quay: Sustaining Service Levels for Future Generations”. They outlined the 
issues that the City were managing upon being gifted the high value and complex 
assets in Elizabeth Quay. Some key learnings included the need to approach large 
projects as a partnership with relevant agencies, identifying the expected service 
levels arising from the new assets, life cycle models, and creating a thorough handover 
process.  

o Mr Doug Pearson of the City of Bayswater presented “The State & Local Government 
Link in Northlink”. This examined the project interface issues between the City and 
Main Roads WA for the southern section of the Northlink project. Key learnings 
included: offset negotiations for cleared trees, a number of local community access 
problems that extended well beyond the immediate project site, early identification of 
responsibilities between the project parties, and the amount of officer time involved 
from the local government.  

 
• The WA State Conference was held 21 to 23 March with the theme of “The Changing Face 

of Public Works”, and included a stream in asset management. Subjects covered included: 
o Developing asset management plans with Intramaps Roam data collection and 

modelling intervention levels, 
o Using advanced reporting of asset performance in service provider contracts and to 

guide strategy, 
o Options for different levels of implementation of ISO 55000, 
o System Information Modelling to automate asset data management and using 

visualisation techniques for management, 
o Inspection and maintenance techniques for water sensitive urban design assets, and 
o River restoration using a community lead approach for both consultation and delivery 

of works. 
 

New Initiatives  
 
Initiatives that are being considered by the WA division are: 
• Adopt a ‘Roadshow’ type approach to reach the regions, 
• The WA AM Committee to be a reference group to review asset management plans and 

related documents, and 
• The WA AM Committee to form a mentoring or guiding team on asset management 

matters. 
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NAMS Council is an initiative of the IPWEA.  
 
The NAMS (National Asset Management Strategy) Council supports the IPWEA to be the peak 
professional association that enhances the quality of life in communities by providing consistent 
leadership, advocacy, and best practice in the sustainable management of public works infrastructure, 
community assets and services. 
 
NAMS Council members are: 
 
Chair  
Murray Erbs, murray.erbs@ipwea.org  
  
Division Delegates:  
Paul Gallagher, NSW, 
paul.gallagher@nambucca.nsw.gov.au 

Robert Little, Tas, 
Robert.Little@mvc.tas.gov.au 

Al Monro, NZ Alastair.Monro@ghd.com Vito Albicini, Vic, valbicini@gmail.com 
Stephen Hegedus, Qld, 
Stephen.hegedus@y7mail.com 

Doug Bartlett, WA, 
Doug.Bartlett@kalamunda.wa.gov.au 

Angelo Catinari, SA, acatinari@wtcc.sa.gov.au  
  
IPWEA Australasia Office:  
Robert Fuller, CEO, robert.fuller@ipwea.org  
Steve Verity, Project Manager, 
steve_verity@technologyonecorp.com 

 

  
 
 
8 Next NAMS Council Meetings    
 
Schedule for the next two meetings: 
 
37th NAMS Council November meeting  Friday 30th November 2018, Melbourne 
38th NAMS Council May meeting  Friday 10th May 2019, Melbourne 
 
Consultant Supporters Roundtable  Thursday 9th May 2019, Melbourne 
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